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I. IRCRODucfION 
When a nuclear explosion occurs a t  very high al t i tude or i n  space 
some 7 6  of the energy radiated from the fireball is in the  form of x rays. 
This is a consequence of the high surface tempexature of the f i reba l l  which 
immediately after the explosion is several tens of mfllions of degrees 
Kelvin. Detection systems based on observing these x rays or effects 
produced by them have an obvious admatage over other methods. 
case of an explosion which occurs well above 100 km having a 1 Kev surface 
temperature (typical of a device which has been purposely shielded) the 
x rays reaching the earth w i l l  be absorbed i n  the upper atmosphere. 
Directly below the explosion most of the energy is deposited in a 30 km 
wide layer centered about 80 km. From the properties of the upper 
atmosphere presented i n  Table l i t  can be seen that ionization and exci- 
ta t ion of mlecular nitrogen will be the principal channel of energy loss. 
The x rays ionize nitrogen producing energetic photo-electrons, and 
leaving maqy of the $ ions in excited states. 
they slow down produce other excited I$ and N2 molecules u n t i l  they are 
thermalized. 
t 
detection schemes t o  be discussed i n  th i s  paper are based on observing 
the fluorescence radiation of the excited N2 or %+ either from 
In the 
turn electrons as 
The slowing down time is of the order of seconds. (The 
I -  . 
2 
8 -  
4 
the ground or from sateUtes.Li Of the radiation produced one of 
features is the (0-0) band of the K;' first  newtive band system 
the strongest 
A large 
part of the energy radiated in this band is concentrated in the P and R 
branches w i t h i n  Zd of 39lG. The N2 and %+ energy level schemes are 
presented in Figs.  1 snd 2. 
the  first negstive system Is probably found in the first positive system 
Mbre fluorescent energy then that radiated in 
of N2 located In the near infra-red. 
The concept of using the a i r  fluorescence pulse as a m e t h o d  of bomb 
detection was developed a t  the Lo8 Alsmos scient i f ic  Iaboratory by Hermen 
HoerUn,DonaUWestervelt and others. This group is also responsible for  
the development of practical  field detectors based on observing the A3914 
radiation from the (0-0) U t  negative bsrzd of H2+. These detectors u t i l i ze  
a wide angle lens imaging all of the sky through an i n t e h r e n c e  filter on 
the caXrhode of a photomultiglier tube. Another system, operating on the red 
and infra-red radiation of the 5 first positive system, is being developed 
by a group a t  the Atomic Weapons Research Establishment under Mr. Ronald 
Wilson. This system uses a wlde open, filterless, array of photo conductive 
cel ls .  
The fZourescence from any small part of the sky, or  even f r o m  the 
ent i re  slry visible  fnrm the ground lasts for  a very short time. Thus if 
the X ray flux is  large enough there is the possibil i ty of recognizing this 
pulse even against the background of Intense slry l ight i n  the daytime. 
. 
3 
# 
kt +&e ..nrclear exphsion take plsce at a dietame R abow the top 
of the layer i n  which the X rays  are to be absorbed and at a zenith -8 
for an obsemed located on the mrface of the earth a t  P (Fig. 3). The X rays 
arr ive first a t  the point Q a t  the top of the layer along the line Avmn 
0 t o  P. 
same as that from 0 t o  M and then M to P were M I s  a t  the bottom of the 
layer. This 28 true even though the photon I s  an X ray on the first Leg of 
the t ra jechxy and on the second ieg it is 8 iow energy quantum. 
dwstion of the fluorescent pulse in the dlreetlcm of OP is  determined by 
the electron stopping time and is  consequently about ID 
travel time along any other path, say O W  from 0 to P is longer than that 
along OQMP and the fluorescence will begin later i n  directions other than 
along the &e of sight from P t o  0. 
of directions enclosing OP for which the shortest photon travel time is 
jus t  
m e  t o t a l  photon travel time FFan 0 to Q and then Q to  P is the 
Thue the 
-6 seconds. The total 
In particular there w i l l  be a cone 
seconds longer than that along OP. In such directions fluorescencei 
will j u s t  seem t o  begin as it is dying along OP and as the fluorescence 
observed from P decays within this central  zone it will appear t o  spread 
out i n  an expanding more or  less  e l l ipt ical ly  shaped band un t i l  it finally 
disappears over the horizon. For the case of = 0, 0 a t  inf ini ty  and the 
altitude of fluorescence 80 km the helf angle 0 of the cone of ini t ia l  
fluorescence is given approximately by 
4 
1 
where c is the velocity of l i gh t .  8 is thus about 5.5' and the solid 
angle fi 
sterad. 
subtended by this zone f'rom P is f i  d2 or about 2.5 x 
The fluorescing circular band a t  any subsequent time will subtend 
i 
approxhste3.y the same solid angle and persist for  approxiaately the same 
tirne. Thus saae 300 psec will be required fo r  the ring t o  sweep ~CFOBS 
the entire sby. A great deal of work rehtiag to the absorption of X rays 
and the  production of the fluorescence pattern bas been done by E. Bennett 
a t  Lo8 Alamos. More recentw TonUnson of USAEL has been active also in 
developing a simplified but very flexible treatment of ttris problem. 
To est-te the range R at which a p h ~ t o - e l ~ % f i c  detector situated 
a t  P could detect an expLOsian a t  0 by observing th i s  fluorescence sigual 
it is necessary to compute the number of photo-electrons produced a t  the 
detector during the time 7 for  which it integrates the coherent signal 
received from the expending fluorescent ring. 
must be compared with the incoherent stochastically distributed photo- 
elect- produced by the bsclcground sky lQht in the spectral band t o  
which the detector is sensitive during the same time Interval. 
These signal photo-electrom 
. 
t . 
8 
area 
area 
unit 
c 
Y i. 
C be at B distance'r from a horizonial detector whose aperture has 811 
A. Let the surfbce brightness by B, in photons per cn? per second per 
S O l i d a n g L e .  men 
B* - 
2 r 
signal photane pass through the aperture per eecond. H e r e  pLp and "2 are 
the cosines of the angles between the surface norslaI.8 to C and A and the 
Une joining P and C. Expression (2) may be written as 
where 
angle R in which the uptical system will pass photons includes R,, 
T is the transmissivity of the photometer and 
R, is the solid angle subtended by&. If the instrumental solid 
is the photon efficiency 
of the detector then, neglecting %, 
will represent the number of photo electrons produced during a time 2' . 
In this approximate treatment mean values are being used. 
we suppose that some surface subtending a solid angle 
of view has an average brightness Bs -during the entire tine 2'. 
For simpliclty 
R within the field 1 
On the other hand, if the background sEgc brightness is %b in 
photons/cn? sec ster 
the photometer has an optical bandpass of wi vthen 
at the sensitive wavelength of the photometer and 
. 
c, 
8 
8 
8 
E 
6 
is the number of noise photo-electrons produced during the t i m e  . H e r e  
R is the ent i re  solid angle of the photometer. Sfnce theee photo-electrons 
are stochastic the rat io  of signal t o  noise is proportion81 t o  
O r  if 
R, = fR 
S = BS f - 
B 
(7) 
If solae cr i ter ion such as S/N = 5 d 3  required fordetecdbl l l ty  then the 
m i n i m u m  detectable sign81 will be 
In any optical  system the product R A  must remain invarient 
throughout the appamtus. 
a marrow optical  band pass 
the f i l t e r  camnot exceed 
Where interference filters are used t o  delimit - w the  solid angle of the rays passing thcough 
n '=  2 T T p 2 w  
h 
4 
i 7 ' .  
7 
where p is the index of refraction of the  filter. Hence If the ussble 
surface area of the filter is A then 
RA = n'At ( I i )  
2 For a 20 2 bend f i l ter  a t  391d of 20 CR? area 
A n  obvious advantage accrues t o  a eysimn vhich need 
filters t o  avoid collecting too much of the background sky spectrum. 
R A  is only 1.2 cm ster. 
*-e ln+&rference 
4 
11. GROUND BASED SYSTEMS UTILIZING N2* B U E  FLUORESCENCE 
A system based on detecting the (0, 0) band of the Ist Negative 
, band system of N2* m y  be considered as an example. 
for the sun near the zenith has a brightness of 4 x loa RayleighsB, or 
The background skylight 
o *  
1013/n photons/cn? sec ster A. If w is taken as 2; and T 8s 0.5 
the pmduct [ R AT] is 0.6. For a 120° field of view f vlll be 1/40 
I n  t h i s  paper the unit of surface brightness t o  be used is the Rayleigh (R). * 
It is defined as 4 7r x 
8ec ster. 
column. 
times the guribce brightness In  photons/c$ 
It is thus an apparent emissinn ra te  of lo6 per second per em? 
For photons i n  the 1st negative(O-O)bend hv is 5 x lo'= ergs so 
1 R 2 4 x 10-7 ergs/cm 2 sec ster 
= 4 x 10-14 wattslcn? ster. 
//4 
8 
If t he  integrating time is taken a t  100 psec and 
the minimum detectable fluorescence brightness w i l l  be 
as 0.1 then fo r  S/N = 5 
BSO = 2 x lou photons/cn? sec ster 
= 25 x 106 Rayleighs 
= 10-6 watts/cn? ster 
To determine what bomb yield and range will combine t o  produce such 
a minimum brightness it is necessary t o  know the efficiency 7 with which X 
ray energy for a given bomb temperature l e  converted to fluorescent energy 
In the selected band or  band system. 
i n  X m y  energy of 1 kt of bomb y i e l d .  
bomb yield In ergs of X rays 
It is  also necessary t o  know the yield 
Since 1 kt is 4 x lOl9 ergs the 
Where Yx is the yield i n  k t  of X rays is about 0.7 of the t o t a l  bomb yield 
Y i n  k t .  A t  a distance R from t he  explosion the energy flux dn X rays per 
uni t  area is 
= 109 Y, EX 
Fx = Fig 
ergs 
i i z  
where Y is i n  kt and R I s  i n  km. Thus 
. x  
R 
If Fx is the flux which produces BsO then R is the range of detection per kt .  
It varies as the square root of Y,,Since the radfstive lffetlme of the B xu+ 
state of N; is short Fx is transfonned i n  
2 
'1 seconds with an efficiency 
- .  
8 
8 
1 
8 
8 
i 
E 
8 -  
I 
I 
8 
8 
a 
9 
into fluorescent energy isotrspically radiated. Thus 
2 cm ster 
-2 
Ta- ‘1 as 
!rhus 
A 1 kiloton explosion could be detected a t  l!jO,OOO km, a lomegaton explosion 
a t  15 mill ion km, 
is also inversely 1/2 The range 3s it is inversely proportional t o  Fxo 
proportional t o  Bso 
fourth root of all the instrumental factors and environmental factors which 
Thue, according to  ( 9 ) it varies only as the 
determine the minimuan detectable signal except the ra t io  of the instru- 
mental solid angle t o  the solid angle instantaneously subtended by the 
fluorescent ring. 
explosion and a clear sky it would be foolish t o  make f less than unity. 
Given prior information about the direction of the 
However, such a maximizing of f must perforce be accompanied by a reduction 
i n  7 since the pulse length varies almost as f-I. [n AT] may be kept 
constant by an increase in A. 
Hence, the range is i n  real i ty  proportional approximately t o  the 
fourth root of a l l  variables. Even such an advantage i n  reducing the field 
is  t o  be gained only bya multi-channel system designed so that one channel 
is sure t o  be directed toward the explosion because i n  fact Bs decreases 
sharply for  other directions. The possibility of using narrow field systems 
has been the subJect of much discussion. 
practice there is little t o  be gained i n  range f m m  application of such a 
technique. 
concern pattern recognition f o r  the purpose of discriminating against false 
alarms and determ;Pning the direction of the explosion. 
alarms from Ughtning are most apt to occur with overcast skys when the 
fluorescent ring pattern Will be unrecognizable, the use of t h i s  technique 
for discrimination is of dubious value. 
It is, however, apparent that  In  
The p r f n c i p l  arguments for  the multichanneP detector will 
However, as false 
* 
As for the other factors which determine Bso decreasing the optical 
bandpass w for the idea l  case being treated here does not cause a reduction 
i n  the threshold brightness. This i s  because B depends on the ra t io  W/aA 
and A A  is  directly proportional to  w . In practice the signal photons 
are also distributed over a spectrum of frequencies and S really depends on 
the integral 
so 
where WA is the  spectral trsnsmissivity of the filter. 
belaw the range of wavelengthtin which there is an Important contribution t o  
BA mew that to achieve a given Bso larger peak values of BsA are necessary. 
Thus decreasing W 
* Overcast has the effect  of somewhat reducing the overall brightness and 
smearing the fluorescent signal i n  time. These effects have been studied in 
de t a i l  by H. StwrpI. 
sky system designed with an electrical  bandpass matched to  the a l l  sky signal. 
They do not reduce seriously the efficiency of an a l l  
- .  8 
I- 
8 
. -  
L 
u 
The limitations firposed on & A  by %he size of prsct ical  Interference 
f i l t e r s  have led t o  various suggestions for and, indeed, to the development 
of detecting systems based on spectral features In the nitrogen fluorescence 
radiation other than the first nemtive system4 
positive system in the near infrared is t o  be detected M) filter a t  all need 
be used since the energy in thie  system is spread over a broad spectrum. 
The detector can be an a m y  of solid state, phot-conductive ce l l s  with an 
area as large as lo4 cn?. 
is 3 x ,4 cni! sterad. 
there is an advantage of 1.5  x lo5 with this device. 
2& a d  %b is 1.5 x lo6 ~/i so t ha t  B),b w is about four times as brge 
a8 i n  the 3914 
or 200. The result VOuLd be an increase in  range by a factor of about 15 
to about 2 x lo6 fix luq  if the efficiency for exciting this band system 
is taken t o  be the same as that for exciting the 391d (0-0) band by 1 kev 
\ 
For example, i f  the first 
With T=l and SL about 3, the value of fJLATJ 
for such ce l l s  is &bout 0.6 so that i n  E[A AT] 
However, W is perhaps 
system. Thus Bso w i l l  be reduced by a factor of fm 
x rays. 
These range figures are valid only under the assumption that the 
limitation i n  signal recognition is  set by the shot noise produced in the 
detector by incoherent background rsdiation. 
for either of the systems discussed a f ' a m i l y  of spurious external sources 
of coherent photon pulses which can be conf'wed with bomb produced fluorescent 
pulses. 
recognize them as spurious, they obviously constitute a limitation on the 
I n  practice, there exiets 
Unless a method is developed either t o  eUmiIlate such pubes  or  
re l iab i l i ty  of the system. Furthemore, the effective range may be deter- 
mined by the signs1 t o  noise characteristics of the discrimination chnne l  
which under false alarm conditions narst be a t  least as high as that of 
the t rue signal channel when the signal k41 the signal e w e 1  is Bso i f  
t h i s  limitation is not t o  prevail. This p i n t  will be examined again in 
connection with the discr-tion problem. 
The ranges estiiPated here assume that the bomb temperature is l k e v  
(typical for a device which hss been purposely shielded) If the temperature 
x rays are absorbed higher in the atmosphere. For example, from a bomb 
effectively a t  0.1 kev the absorption peak rises f'rom 80 Ina t o  ll0 km for  
a zenith burst. When the  burst is on the horizon it s h i f t s  f r o m  100 km 
f o r  a radiating temperature of l k e v  t o  l5S km for  a tempemture of 0.1 
kev. According to calculations by Rees these altitudes go t o  175 km and 
300 km i f  the temperature is lo5 OK (12 eV). 
0 
As fsr as the lst negative band a t  3914A is concerned the reduction 
in fluorescent brightness which results is only by a frrctor of abuut two fo r  
a zenith burst when the temperature is  reduced t o  100 eV. 
r 
range only by about 52. 
order of magnitude decrease i n  Bs compared t o  lo7 OK for a loss of a factor 
of 3 i n  range. 
This reduces the 
But going to as l i t t l e  as lo5 "K will cause a full 
When the x ray absorption takes place a t  high altitude atomic 
oxygen will play an important role in the energy transfornation. Some 
states of 0 and O+ will even be excited a t  a much higher rate than the 
N g  B '%+ state. However, the interesting transitions i n  0 and & are 
a l l  from metastable levels. The fluorescence energy is  released so slowly 
that the instantaneous brightness is low, the integrating time long. 
scheme based on observing such lines appears to have an advantage Over those 
built around the N2 and N bands. This same defect a f f l i c t s  schemes t o  
u t i l i z e  the lar backgrounds i n  twilight for  detecting shots over the horfzon. 
No 
+ 
2 
~ 
1 
I 
I 
I 
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The fluorescence observed from a s a t e l l i t e  orbiting fir above the 
emitting layer bas several importent cbrac t e r i s t i c s  which differ from the 
fluorescence obsenred on the ground. 
1. If the burst asd the detector are both above the fluorescing 
layer there is a time delay of some 200 microseconds between the 
arrival of photons a t  the detector froat the bottau of the layer 
with respect to  the arrival of photons f’ram the top of the layer 
for  the simplest case- 
times are short the peak brightness is reduced by a factor of 
about 1/200. 
are8 of the radiating zones is larger. 
Thus i f  stopping times and radiating llfe- 
However the pulse lasts for a longer time and the 
2. 
volume element is related t o  that subtended on the ground by the 
inverse r a t io  of the square of the distances t o  the fluorescing 
layer the total contributing volume of fluorescence per unit solld 
angle is  larger %or the sa t e l l i t e  detector i f  it is more than 80 Ism 
above the layer. 
Although the soUd angle subtended a t  the detector by an individual 
3. The attenuation by absorption and scattering, particularly in 
the ultra-violet  is much less between the layer and the satellite. 
This opens up the possibillty of observing the Lyman-Birge-Hopfield 
system of % lying between EO& and 22d. 
4. In the visible it is higher 
but i n  the ultraviolet ,  particularly below 2 1 d  it is much smaller 
The background is  very different. 
than the day sky background. 
. 14 
: R  
8 
8 
8 
I 
Thus, although the fluorescent s igmlmust  be collected over a longer 
time from a satellite than fromthe ground thereby increasing the number 
of noise photons received this disadvantage is countered by several other 
factors. The fluorescing area is much Larger per unit  solld angle, the 
sol id angle needed t o  encompass the entire visible fluorescing layer is much 
smaller, particularly fo r  a distant sateUte and i n  the ultraviolet  the 
b a c w * d  bfigttness of "&e alms is very LOW. 
t o  an increase i n  f and 
Thus, the threshold Bso willgenemlly be considerably smaller for  a 
satellite detector even if the light grasp G o r c A f i T 1  and the photoelectric 
efficiency are the same. This is sufficient t o  overcome the reduction 
in  brightness Bs for specified values of R and Yx fo r  the Lyman-Birge-Hofield 
(I;BE[) system as coapared to  3914 observed *an the ground. 
the lifetime of the a 'mg state is some 1.7 x 
I n  ( 4 j this amounts 
and a decrease i n  Bhb against a decrease i n  
Fortunately 
seconds, sl ightly shorter 
than the travel time delay. 
i n  t because of t h i s  factor is not great. 
Hence the reduction In brightness and Increase 
Furthermore, since half t h e  LBH energy escaping upward after 
attenuation is emitted between 1750 and 2Q5d a Urger optical bandwidth b d  
may be employed. This means that A .& can be very Parge. 
for photomultipliers i n  th i s  spectral region. 
detectors i n  a satellite system at several earth rad i i  can apparently a t t a in  
a range an order of magnitude above the ground based 3914 all sby system. 
Since only two or three such satellites would monitor all of space without 
holes and since most importantly the lightning discrimination problem and 
weather limitations disappear th i s  method seem t o  merit very serious study. 
E is also high 
Therefore, LBE fluorescent 
Rowever, it would seem sfrange t o  use a satellite system designed 
t o  detect indirect effects of bomb X rays where direct  detection of the  
X rays is possible. 
based d i r e c t X  ray detection for range the  argument for use of fluorescence 
detectors must be based on the advaxbges accruing from the ctmpamtive 
convenience, reliability, and f lexibi l i ty  of a ground based system. 
If fluorescence systems cannot compete with satellite 
V. DIscRpfilHATION AGAINST FAIS3 A m  
There are two outstanding discrimination problems confronting ground 
based fluorescence detector systems which use t h e  lst negative and 1st positive 
systems of nitrogen 
Lightning excites radiation at the wavelength of both band systems strongly 
and some pulse shapes from lightning closely resemble bomb fluorescence 
pulses. 
storms the triggering rate for the detectors becomes so high that a for- 
biddingly large quantity of records would be accumuiated fo r  off-line analysis. 
Secondly, even after such -lysis an inadmissably large number of ambiguous 
signals would renrain. 
principle, on( l i ne  t o  reduce the triggering rate and OS l ine  for analysis 
a l so  is spectral. 
t o  b 3 . ~  intensity is 15 and the ratio of 391d t o  6%; i n t e q i t y  is 30. 
Evidence so far available shows that these rat ios  are much snrrller i n  lightning 
spectra. A t  the present t i m e  a criterion for  triggering i n  the blue system 
is that the r a t io  of 391d t o  414& be larger than some predetermined r a t io  - 
less than l5/l. Evidence concerning the prevalence of strong R, emission 
in lightning spectra as a result of water vapor dissociation has focussed 
One is common t o  both the blue and the red photometers. 
This causes two sorts of problems. For one during severe lightning 
One discrimination technique which can be used, i n  
0 
I n  X ray excited spectra the ratio of 391b band Intensity 
attention on 6569 as a potential discrimination channel. However, the  data . 
16 
available on Ughtning spectra is very shinrpy indeed. It 8eem clear that 
i f  spectral discrimination is t0 be employed and is not t o  llmit the range 
of the bomb detection system it must be demonstrated that whenever threshold 
brightness Bso is obtained in the signal channel for  a Ughtning stroke the 
probability is higher than some predetermined value that the si(pla1to noise 
in the discrlminatlon channel also be above the threshold level. This is a 
criterion which concerns not only the apparent sigma brightness of the sky 
at  the discriminstion channel wave length relative t o  the sigml channel 
wavelength but background sky brightness and all of the other factors which 
go to determining signal t o  noise ratios i n  a detector system. To arrive 
a t  an acceptable level of safety fo r  the application of t h i s  cri terion an 
8 
I 
I 
I 
1 
8 
I 
8 
8 
8 
8 
extended study is needed of Ughtning spectra and frequency and pulse shapes 
over a large range of geographical and seasonal conditione particularly as 
t o  the effect they would produce in any proposed discrimination photometer. 
Failing satisfactory results from such a study discrimination by other 
means, electromagnetic, space-time patterns (fluorescent ring) or 
coincidence requirements between spatially separated stations would be 
necessary. 
For the red system, based on the first positive N2 fluorescence the 
problem of lightning dlscrimination is perhaps more severe from a spectral 
viewpoint. If the spectral band width is very wide there appears t o  be no 
0 
hope of finding two bands in the infra-red looaA or  more wide such that the i r  
relative responses t o  bomb fluorescence and lightning fluorescence are 
noticeably different. On the basis of meagre information regarding lightning 
0 
spectra i n  particular the most hope- possibi l i ty  appears t o  be t o  use 2oQA 
band widths, one centered a t  88$ for  bomb fluorescence, the other centered 
a t  && for lightning. This suggestion needs the same rigorous verification 
for  validity discussed already. Indeed it may be preferable t o  use the 
electromagnetic signal f r o m  lightning rather than any optical signal as a 
discriminstion device. 
The possible use of fluorescent detectors which effectively s p l i t  
the sby into several fields of view has slrady been mentioned. As devices 
xhich CBE 'miquely recognize the characteristic expsnding d n g  signature of 
bomb fluorescence these detectors have a value as discrimirpators. However, 
since this unique property is  no longer theirs  during cloudy weather and 
since lightning I s  most apt to  occur then the i r  merit as discrimination tools 
is chimerical. A s p l i t  field detector appear t o  have the following advantages 
a )  adequate range either in i ts  principal m o d e  or as an allsky 
device during overcast periods; 
location of the burst direction when the sky is clear; 
lightning discrimination for  clear s Q s  or with localized 
b) 
c )  
cloud cover, particularly on the horizon. 
However, a s p l i t  f i e l d  system sensitive i n  the red u l l l  have the d i f f icu l t ies  
of a l l  red wide band systems wi th  lightning discrimination during periods 
when it cannot respond t o  the expanding ring pattern. 
Another source of spurious signals which is serious fo r  detectors 
with a large aperture is called twinkle. 
fluctuation i n  the ill.lmrination with large amplitude frequency components 
i n  the band pass of the detector. 
turbulent variation in the index of refraction of the atmosphere and perhaps 
It arises f r o m  a Urge scale 
The source of these fluctuations is  a 
absrptivity variations a t  cloud levels which rapidly modulates the scattered 
sunldght. 
large area solar c e l l  system. 
I 
Among existing detectors twinkle is troublesome only fo r  the red 
Extensive studies are underway t o  determine 
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the source and spatial coherence c h a k t e r i s t i c s  of twinkle. 
that  the use of a sunshade can reduce triggering from twinkle t o  the level  
of a minor problem i f  not eliminate it completely. 
It appears 
By use of an adequately large number of stations i n  a network with 
delayed coincidence links between stations discrimination against false 
alarms (whether from lightning; or  twinkle) and diagnostic infornation on 
the location of a nuclear burst can be obtained. 
t e s t s  - thoee that  occur beyond the mgnetosphere a t  50,OOO km o r  more some 
10 stations would be needed t o  insure that a t  least two stations can observe 
fluorescence Over the entire slry. 
one s ta t ion could observe fluorescence a t  the zenith for any test above lo00 
km. 
4 only f o r  ranges greater than 5 x 10 km. 
provide a t  least two station discrimination capability for  a l l  shots as 
low as 600 km. 
techniques for  detection in the case of bursts within the magnetosphere 
the use of such extensive networks would not seem t o  be necessary. 
should be taken to  see t o  it that the low al t i tude regions above the poles 
where trapping of particles will not occur is adequately covered by a 
fluorescent network. 
off-line data handling is acceptable it does not appear t o  be reasonable 
To monitor very distant 
The same network would imply that a t  least 
Thus holes would develop below lo00 km and discrimination would be possible 
435 stations would be needed to  
In view of the possibility of ut i l iz ing various other 
Care 
But, unless a great expenditure of money, e f for t  and 
t o  ask the fluorescence system t o  cover the region below 50,OOO km so 
thoroughly that the signals f q m l a t  least two stations can be canpared for  
purposes of diagnosis and discrimirnrtion. 
To supBIIElrlze, extensive studies are needed t o  determine whether or  
not spectral discrimination can ellminate false alarms for  single stations 
from lightning. 
discriminstion is possible then A t  w i l l  be requlred for single channel a l l  
sky systems snd also fo r those  systems that can proviile space-time patterns 
in clear  weather. TBie is BO because the  space-time &hod of diecriminafion 
W i l l  ail if skies are overcast. The prinrary argument for the multichannel 
system I s  thus psychological. 
certainty which the r ecod  from such a system would carry  i f  it should 
succeed i n  observing actual banb fluorescence under clear  skfes. 
discrimiaation should prove t o  be incapable of provldlng an adequate degree 
of r e l l ab i l l t y  for  a single station then recourse must be had to correlation 
between stations in a network. If both types of discrimination are bui l t  into 
the  overall system the single station capabilfty Vill be particulerly valuable 
for  shots so low that they cannot be observed in fluorescence from more than 
one station. 
pulse observed either from the ground or  a satellite W i l l  be altered 
significantly i f  the nuclear burst occurs near or below the 80 km region.) 
Flnally,  the whole problem of lightning discrlmlnation would disappear for 
a satellite borne fluorescence detector designed t o  receive the ultza-violet 
LBH band system. 
This is the case for a l l  ground based systems. If such 
It relates to  the degree of conviction and 
If spectxal 
( I t  might be well t o  point out here that the signature of the 
VI. SHlErpSD EXPUISIONS IN SPACE 
There have been suggestions t h a t  it is possible t o  reduce considerably 
the X ray flux incident on earth from an explosion in space as well as the 
effective temperature as seen from earth by interposing a lead s h i c l d  between 
20 
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the  burst and the earth. Such a shield could conceivably be deployed in 
the  form of 8 hemisphere sufficiently far from the burst point that by 
the time the fireball reaches the shield its temperature is fairly law. 
The physics of this system 16 very complex and poorly enough understood 
that it is not yet clear wbat the quantitative relationship is between the 
thickness and geometry o f t h e  shield and the reduction in effective 
tempersture and yield. 
explored one a t  the present time. 
The problem of shielding remains an inadequately 
This paper i s  essentially a summary of the  findings of a summer study 
on the detection of nuclear explosions by airfluorescence conducted by the 
University of Pittsburgh fo r  the Advanced Research Products Agency under 
contract w l t h  the  Office of R€ival Research during 1964. 
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FIGWE CAPTIONS 
Fig. 1 Potential Energy curves for N~ and n2+. 
Fig. 2 Energy Level Magram for H2 and Kf. 
Fig. 3 Geometry of the X ray produced fluoresceme pat+&rn. 
Fig. 4 Measurement of the Brightness of a Piece of Fluorescing 
Surface (C) by a Detector (A). 
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